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Student Body to Vote On
Council's New Constitution
Student Council's proposed new
constitutiOn faces a student referendum
Thursday and Friday. The constitution,
hammered out in a marathon
constitutional convention, contains
many changes in student government
structure and operation. To explain
these new aspects, Student Body
President Tim Burke has called on
Student Council members to launch a
week long education drive, planned to
reach every dorm room and the Grill.
Copies-of the constitution will be made
available.
If ratified, this new- constitution wDI
establish a Student Senate or 16'
niemben elected·at·l.,ge. Chi°P ·officers'
will not hold seats in the new legislative ·
chamber. Instead, the chief executive of
each· class will be represented on a

newly created Executive Council, which January I. However, to initiate. the
will be a part of the executive brl!nch of system, a full complement of 16
student government.
senators will be elected this year. Eight
Other members of this advisory of thi:sc, to be chosen by lot, will serve
board are: the Student Body President's shortened terms lasting only through
cabinet, and the chief executives of ·December.
Dormitory Government, Commuter
Class officers and the Student Body
Council and .the Afro-American
President and Vice President will
Student Association.
continue to be chosen in the spring
· The new senate will be a "continuous elections as in the' past. Freshman class
body" in the sense that, once begun, its officers will be elected in special
whole membership will never face October elections.
election at the same time. Elections will
be held twice yearly, once in December
Burke's letter read in part:
and again in April. At· each date half
· "Two years of detailed study and
(eight) of the senate seats will be at
hard work by members of student
stake.
government on a new constitution for
Ordinarily then, senators ·..m hold stude.nt government have been
one year terms _: dating from May I or completed."
"Briefly, I will explain the highlights
of the constitution, but in order to
explain it more fully, members of
student council and the dorm council
will visit your rooms in the dorms, and
will be present in the grill this week.
There are many changes in the
constitution, most of which the· X\U.
1936. He earned his master of science News has done a good job of reporting.
degree in mathematics from Xavier in Most important perhaps is the new
systein of elections ... "
I 9S I.
After five years with the General
· "The purpose of the executive
Electric Co. Lamp Department in council is to facilitate communication
Cleveland, Cissell entered the U.S. and to provide representation for
Army and was assigned to Xavier, first campus interest groups and students
as an instructor in the ROTC and later interested in a particular facet of campus
as professor of military science a~d life. The reason for separating class
tactics. Following overseas service in activities, and secondly to develop
Europe, he returned to Xavier an· student senate members who are
instructor in mathematics and interested in the problems of the
mechanical drawing and he later was university as a whole, and not in a single
elevated to associate professor. He and class's activities. Members of the
hii wife, Helen, have colloborated on a executive council, although they will
number of articles and math textbooks. have no vote on the Student Senate, will
A cash award established by the be accorded all other privileges of a
Class of '63 at Xavier will go to the . senate member."
Department of the Year, Dr. Murray
"Other features of the new
constitution are: a strengthened judicial
pointed out.

Cissell Named X.U.
'Professor of the Year'
. Robert F. Cissell, associate professor of mathematics, is Xavier University's "Teacher of the Year," and the
Department of Education, headed by
Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, is the
"Department of the Year" at Xavier.
Announcement of these honors was
made Sunday night by Dr. Robert J.
Murray, chairman of Xavier's Faculty
Committee, at the President's annual
Reception and Buffet Supper for
members of the University's faculty and

8dmin!earaliw lllllOuel.

·:·~ ....._,

Mr. Robert F. Cl11ell
Cissell, who was additionally honored as a 25-year member of Xavier's
faculty, is a native of Indianapolis who
received his B.S. degree in electrical
engineering from Purdue University in

Other '25-year men honored by
Xavier ~nd its president, the Rev. Paul
L. O'Connor, S.J. were Dr. McCoy,
who also is dead of the Graduate
School; the Rev. William P. Hetherington, S.J., professor of classical languages; Lawrence W. Selzer, lecturer in
accounting and Joseph H. Settelmayer,
lecturer in management. Selzer and
Settelmayer both teach in Xavier's
Evening College.

Hahn Stresses Need ·
for Penitentiary Reform
'·!

"Picture two children, 'one age 7 and . we fail to see 1hem as living, breathing
the other age 9, . stealing cars. They people. We must think of people. We
worked as a team: one child woi.ild steer must look1 at the individual - look at
and the other would operate the pedals. what has happened to him through his
We referred to them as the 'Headless environment and his family."
Horsemen.'"
Mr. Hahn then related various cases
This is just one of many ·cases Paul which he has dealt with in the past. He
Hahn, Corrections Specialist, has had spoke of one young boy sent to him at
occasion to deal with in the past. Mr. age 14 who had only the memory of a
Hahn addressed the March 20th FAST mother trying to drown him in a scalding
audience on tbe field of corrections and . · tub of water and recollections of a father
reforms needed in the Ameriean penal who give him money only to get lost
when some waman was around. "We
system.
Mr. Hahn, who is also with the must look at this individual and see that
he had a total lack of socialization
Corrections
and
Criminology
because he was not able to develop any
Department at Xavier, stated,
meaningful relatio~ships. Fifty-seven
"Corrections is a bastard field. Ifs the
odd step-child · of psychology and percent of the people who go through
mental institutions are the products of
sociology."
disorgani~i:d family groups, as this boy
"I never tire of telling people that you was;"
can't talk about corrections .in the
"We can't really expect education to
abstract," Hahn continued. "We keep - offer a solution," Hahn stated. "These
talking abou~ them - them, those .so · kids are ·being constantly educated in the
·
desperately m need of help. We ve
intellectualized about them so much that (Continued on page 3)

Col. Richard L. Dooley

Colonel Dooley to Retire:
Talks About Future, Past
By .MIKE MEYERS
Colonel· Dooley, chairman of Xa- "Let's just say that I would give very
vier's"lliHlitllty:Stience: Department for serious consideration to aJ!Y such offer."
the :past' five yea·rs,:. rewaled' in an · There have been military in civilian
imervifM' .that.Lt. Colonel'Wissl~r. will positions in the past. Col. Brown was
replace~:h1m 1 as ~rofessor of M1htary former director· of the Placement
Science-(P:M!S.'):next•·year. The new.Office. And Paul Lindsay, present
director•isaWet1tl~oint graduate.
Alumni Coordinator, is in the Active
Colonel Dooley is retiring after 18 Reserve of the Special Forces out of
year5 of association with Jesuit cam- Fort Thomas, Kentucky.
puses and thirty years in the army. He
Discussing R.O.T.C. after one year
expressed a desire to remain in the as a voluntary program, Col. Dooley
Cincinnati area but has not committed felt that there is a much better attitude
hiniself to anything definite yet. The among cadets and that they are a much
Colonel, who was recently selected to more polished group now. He was disthe Alumni Board of -Governors and appointed in the small number of
the Musketeer Club board, smiled at Sophomores in the program this year,
the rumor that he would replace Father but considers this to be overreaction in
Ratterman who is the retiring Vice- the first year after transition to volunPresiderit of Student Affairs. "I'm sure tary status. About 21 % of the
there are all sorts of. rumors floating Freshman class is enrolled in the
around," he said, "but that is ·an inter- program and there arc 44 Juniors and
esting thing to hear." Dooley said he 59 Seniors. We are and always have
has always been very interested in the been considerably ahead of the national
university and enjoys working here. average, percentage-wise," said Dooley,
When asked if he could foresee any "but we have to at a small school."
pos1t1on with Xavier in another About so graduates per year appears to
capacity other than R.O.T.C., he said, be the stable average.

Sat.:. 'Chri•s ti•an ,,·n the 70 ,s,
On Xavier's campus this coming Jurisprudence from Harvard Law
week-end, an attempt will be made to School and presently lives in the Overtear tlie facade ·from the Christian the-Rhine area in Cincinnati, working in
message and expose its relevancy community relations with the residents.
(irrelevancy?a) for the "Christian in the Mr. Towe's presentation will center
'70's." According to its director, Ray around the responsibilities an individual
Gronemari, the program, sponsored by encounters in dealing within, or without,
Student's for Christian Community, an institution in trying to solve current
"will present the demands of the problems or in attempting to change the
Christian life-style in light of present institution itself.
social
problems,
and
future. . · The second speaker will be Dr.
anticipation."
Kenneth· Eberhard; Assistant Professor
It will be held in Xavier Armory, with" of •Theology at.Xavier. His presentation,
the format centering around that used entitled "Theology and Politics: A
by Manres~. a speaker followed by Radical View," will be a theologically
discussions. Groneman reported that based exposition concerning .tl.e
students have been invited from the demands of the Christian message thc1t is
surrounding colleges, including heard within the political framework :>f
Edgecliff, U.C., Thomas More, Good theAmericangovernment.
Sam School of Nursing, the Mount, · The third speaker, Sister Joanne
Dayton, and Mary Manse College for Malone, a member of the "DC-9" (a
Women in Toledo.
group of nine people, mostly clergy, who
He particularly stressed that the were convicted last month by the federal
program was designed for X!ivier govern,ent on charges resulting from a
students. The program will begin on "raid" on the files of the Dow Chemical
Friday
evening
with
NBC's Company because of Dow's role in
documentary "From Here to the '70's," supplying napalm to the American
which was aired· last fall, receivi!lg troops in Vietnam) will present a talk
praiseworthy comments from critics. entitled "Christian . Resp·onsibility to
The documentary, according to Contemporary Problems." According to
Groneman, "Will put the following Groneman, her presentation will be
discussions into perspective by outlining more practically orientated than Dr.
the current trends in American society." Eberhardt's, and be probably heavily
The heart of the program will be on based on her experience with the
Saturday, centering around four Christian message, Dow Chemical
speakers.
Company, and the federal government.
The first topic, "The Institution and
The final presentation will be given
the Individual," will be presented by Mr. by Mr. Richard Grqnnan, presently a
Jack Towe, who holds a Degree of

Nationally, Harvard and Dartmouth have terminated their progra~1s
with only a few others to follow, while
23 new units bring the total to 283
campus installations this year. The
Colonel does not feel that student
protests have diminished R.O. T.C.
strength at all. In fact, ther~ were only
8500' officers commissioned each year
when the Vietnam war started and
today the level has reached 16,000.
f
; The interview turned to the dra
d t
and Dooley said ~hat he felt stu ent
deferments should be dropped. He feels
they serve a privileged class and would
also like to see teacher deferments
dropped. These channel malcontents
into the profession, in his opinion,
which is bad for our educational
system. He opposes the concept of a
volunteer ariny as dangerous to the tra·
ditional civilian control of the military.
This is one reason that R.O.T.C. is a
good idea, in that it ·allows for· the
civilian· influence at a Liberal Arts
college.
Other than Colonel Dooley, only
Major Duerson will be leaving Xavier
next year out of the 5 man staff. No
other changes are planned in any.area.

APPLICATIONS
FOR EDITOR
Any student in1ercs1cd in applying
for edi1orship of next year's XU NEWS
must file an applica1ion wi1h Dr. Roger
Fortin, Chairman of the Publications
Committee. Deadline for applica1ion is
April IO. Dr. Fortin's office is in
Schmidt Hall (853-3544).
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Hay Girls -

Vote 'Yes'

Dear Editor:

If Student Council's members seem a bit happier this week, it's
not because they're glad to he back - exactly. This week council
presents its new constitution to the student body, and it does so
knowing that it represents a job well done. Every student is
strongly urged to pick up a copy and read it - and then vote "yes"
on Thursday or Friday for the new constitution and a new student
government.
This constitution differs from the old in many ways, but the
essential changes are these:
The ancient principle of class stratification has been
abandoned. Student senators will be chosen at large and from the
entire student body. They will clearly be expected to place
university interests ahead of class interests, and they will not be
tied down by class organization work - two very important
changes.
Council will be advised on class problems and the other
problems of special interests by a new "Executive council."
Consisting of the chief executive of the classes, commuter and
dorm council, and the Afro-American Student Association, this
body is' expected to provide expert advice to the senate and to
work as council's strongest arm.
Perhaps most striking of the changes is the new system of biannual elections. Each semester the s~nate will be drawn back to
its electorate. Hopefully, this will make the student body more
conscious of the problems and progress of its student government
- and conversely, make student government mQre responsive to
the needs and demands of the student body~
The "Constitution of the Xavier University Student
Government" documents not only a fine legislative achievement,
but also e~idences long hours of discussion, research, writing, and
parliamentary give-and-take. It's a monument to the ingenuity
and maturity of Xavier's student government. While every council
member can say truthfully that he had a part in its· making, a
special tip of the hat goes to Mike Cooney, chairman of the
constitution committee. Mike was largely responsible for drawing
up the original draft of the new constitution and dintinguished
himself by restrained and intelligent leadership during the long
arid often hard fought "constitutional convention."
And for service far beyond the call of duty, congratulations
also to Mike Curro. Curro handled his often tankless task of
parliamentarian with great desterity and fairness. Additionally, it
was his plan (worked out with John Coyne) that made possible the
deadlock-breaking compromise.
1

-Hg••

The following is a brief "greeting"
extended to the girls of the Villa and the
day-hop coeds:
Welcome, welcome to Muskielaml,
You'll treasure the nc111 four years.
Notice how warmly you've been
received,
Just open your v---n ears!

Compared
to Wha t?•
Dear Editor,

Just 'as many different races have
done throughout history, the New
Breed viill fight for their place in the
world. In recent years, repeated acts of
violence have occurred within the
world. These acts take place to get the
Please don't get worried dateless world aware of the fact that the New
Breed has come to get what is theirs.
ones.
·For . years "Negroes," ·"Colored
Instead stay cool and calm,
People,'' and "Blacks" have been on the
Friday nights might yet bring somelowest step on the stairway to
thing,
Besides a (disappointed) pecping- happiness. Until recently, my main
:irgumcnt 1vas that "we" "shoi1ld he
tom.
To spoil our Muskie fun at least,
Should take a decade-and-a-half,
Meanwhile we hope you don't mind,
Getting grossed-out in the "Cafe''.

Today's Christian·s
This weekend a program is being offered here on campus that
is worthy of the attention of all at Xavier. The Training School
for Christian Leaders (TSCL), sponsored by the Students for a
Christian Community, will center its attention on the theme of
"The Christian in the 70's" and wiIJ be taking place this Friday
evening and all day Saturday (April JO and 11) in the Armory.
The TSCL program should offer plenteous dialogue on some
of the problems facing the ,contemporary Christian, and as such
should arouse the interest or' the individuals at Xavier. The dorm
and commuter students, the lay faculty and administrators, and
the Jesuits are encouraged to attend and contribute to the
program.
DFW

Frustrated Jock
or Lea~ership

Later in the spring Student Council elections. will be held. It
appears that student will not register for all the possible positions.
The ticket of Thiron and Coyne has failed to finc:1 an opposing
twosome in the election for student body president-vice president.
Few students have pronounced their candidacy for representative
DGR
posts.
Just when some people thought that college students were
attempting to show more concern for university and national
issues, Xavier students prove that they aren't really that
It is common knowledge that this university has been much concerned. Why be a leader? It is much easier just sitting back in
maligned by the rash and accusatory criticisms of a handful of the dorms playing cards, bullshitting, and criticizing the rest of the
extremist students. It is high time that the university be extolled university and the world.
for some one of its policies, and that constructive improvements
be suggested in a spirit of humility. Hence"this blurb.
· If this University is going to obtain any semblance of
greatness, it wilJ be the students that make it great, and not just the
The "Xavier way" of notifying students of their academic . faculty and administration. It's all up to the students. If they don't
progress, i.e., report cards (what crude terminology), has:as ·yet care, the rest of the university will most likely, carry the same
received little recognition here, despite the national flurry over attitude. Bridge games tend to be frustrating, non-profitable, and
"that small Cincinnati university's progressive manner of seemingly offer no challenge to the sophisticated mind of the
releasing grade reports." Well it's about time.
contemporary college intellectual. What is needed are s~udent
The Xavier system, of course, is to send the grade reports leaders or at least some students interested in the problems·of the
directly to the parents of the student. And this is only rigf1t: it university. Through studtni: government one: can, ·possibly,
must be recalled that the parents are, in. the university's eyes, develop pers·t>nal lead~rship ~nd concerrl. And those students who
ultimately responsible for the financial payments to Xavier. And- bCcorrie legitimately involved in today's university problems
shouldn't a corporation's quarterly progress report be sent to the . u_su"4f,lly carry their concern with them after graduation.
investors first? Indeed, a university is only as- strong as its
Today we need authentic leadership, and one of the ways this
bill payer~ (Socrates).
.
. can be developed is through student ,government. But if anyone
·. And the Xavier. report system also fostC!rS improved home wishes to develop authentic leadership· ability,~ he might have to
relations for the students: the fact that grades are mailed directly. ·.sacrifice a gave of bridge or even a night in front of the tube.
to .the parents makes it. i~perative that every s.tudent come in Perhaps many Xavier students are still satisfied with the life of a
contact with his parents at least quarterly. Note,· too;. the frustrated jock.
Christian principles which permeate even this .mfnor detail of
Xavier's workings. 'Many's. the family that's been held together
WFB

Reporting Grades

B
aw ..... ........

by the glue of report cards.
•
~
·A few students have brashly. suggested tliat a copy of ·the :
·· .
. ...
~-~~ d
grade reports be sent di~ectl~ t~ .the stu~ents themselves. The~e .. '.
students should get their pnontaes straight. Any educator will
·
·.
·
· ·
tell you that the· first responsibility of a university is to the ·
EDITOR-IN.CHIEF · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·William F. Barko
parents of its students.
·

the

d ......

MANAGING EDITOR .............._, ............... '· ..... D;::nis F. Walsh

In the way of constructive improvements, of the present ASSOCJA TE .EDITORS . . . . . . . . . .
. Greg Boehm, Gary Reed
grade report system, only one is suggested: Perhaps a copy of SPORTS E.DITOR ........................................ Jai;k Murray
each student's grades could also be sent to the alumni. This way · LAYOl;JT .~Ol~OR · ·; · ·:; · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · ·; •. lJan Costtl~o
.
f h
.
.
ld b . f · d
CIRCl. lA 1 ION MA!'liA(,f R
................... , .. I aut Mcl..aughhn
another essential element o t e umvers1ty cou
c in orme as COUJM~ISTS .............. .-................. Mark Meany, Dan Kane
to the students' progress. And every student would have the PHOTOli-RAPHERS . . . . .................. :-.~ik"' llip>kind, John Miller
added possibility of contacting a Xavier grad to find out his REN>RHRS.-. ... l\1!11,:k Dr.cker, P.:i:~~- <.iriffin, Boll Hyle. Stev1: Goodman
1dti1Jtwo ~l"C'kiy uor:nt. the o;dum: >c;u caaopl duci 11r "aca11:.in a1oll t:A.&nlm.stwn periods h}· .\.1\·1er
d ·
gra

Univc:nll)\

CS.

DFW

. -···~. -··-·· .... ·.·-···-··-·······

H~mitron

satisfied with the progress we have
made. But have·"we" made any type of
progress'! "We" have to look a little
neater, talk more proper, and work a
little harder than our white counterpans to get and keep a job.

When attending home B-ball games,
however,
We wish you wouldn't sit,
In that enduring Muskie sanctuary.
Known affectionately as "The Pit".

County, E,·aQo;.·,:u:

•~incir1nali,

Oh11.1

~~;:o:. ~'?.l\O

prr y·.!ar.

l:nte,ed ~' w<•nn1t clati. malt·:r (kt1l.t<r 4, 1946, al t~1t' P<•st Ofti-:1: ;1! Cir.t:mu:ui. Ohi<•. under inr
A"t of .»•rch J, 11<19, ·

Men have to make laws to give
members' of the New Breed things·
which arc already granted to "us" in the
Con~titution. The Colonies 'fought' for
that Constitution and ~mong the
Colonists were many Blacks.
Many groups of common criminals
ride around in cars or on motorcycles,
causing destruction and injury with no
purpose. Such groups as the 'Hell's
Angels, "Mods and Rockers," and the
"Devil's Dcciples" terrorize people and
destroy property just for kicks and it is
explained as a "Deep-seeded emotional
flare-up, stemming from highly
undesirable environmental chaos. But
they arc just 'letting off steam,' so don't
punish them too harshly." If a member
of the New Breed looks into a window
at night, he is most assuredly to he
arrested for vandalism or attempted
robbery.

My fedings toward prejudic~
throughout the world has changed
greatly. In the past year I have seen a
great deal of phonincs:; and hidden
hate. The 1966 & 67 summer rebellions
helped bring out the hate in some
people. Being still in school, I can
detect a great deal of open prejudice
lrom students and some members of the
faculty. Some don't feel it strange that
new Community Action proposals
occurred only after symbolism the true
racial feeling{ of the school were
publicized. When members of the New
Breed seek to gain all the freedom that
they are entitled, the established silent
majority voices its opposition to the
"revolutionary anarchial militants."
Some members of this elite group of
men include: Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr., Malcolm X, Stokely Carmichael,
H. Rap Brown, Dick Gregory, Elridge
Cleaver, Huey Newton, and me. From
an old bag of used proverbs comes the
statement "there are two sides to every
argument." Now that the New Breed
wants to listen and the New Breed has
lo do things to get the attention of the
majority. · Often there are token
responses to the pleas of the New Breed
but nothing is done to eliminate the
original sources of the many problems.
In .recent years many organizations
have come into existence to unify
members of the Black Race in order to
gain their certain ·rights. Some of the
primary organizations · (NAACPNational
Association
for
the
Advancement · of Colored People;
CORE- Congre'ss for Racial Equality;
SCLC- Southern Christian Leadership
Conference) were aimed at integration
and the attainment of equality for
everyone. Finding this approach a little
too fantastic, . the ·second line of
. organizations included:
SNCC- ·
Students Non-violent Coordinating
Committee; SAAF- Society for AfroAmerican
Freedom; .. and
the
Organizatio.il of Afro-American Unity,
follower's of Malcolm X. These groups
taught that the Black people in America
. should do more than march and talk
about their freedom; violence was
justified in the attainment of freedom.
The latest and most feared organization
for true freedo'm for all peQple is the
Black Panther.· Party. The expressed
· aims· of the Panther Party Is to insure
the freedom of all Americans from the
oppressio·n· of fascists and to defend this
freedom .by !lll means possible. The
Panthers feel as though most
Americans have been educated under
standards that they can never Jive under
and re-education is imperative for
survival.
.... Many members of the··established ·
majority feel as though the Panthers are
detrimental to the wonderful life in
America. These are the same people
who view the Ku Klux Klan as CivilMinded Citizens interested in making
America a better place to live. Most
members of the New Breed have come
to respect the ideology behind the
Panther Party and are continually
losing confidence in the struciure of
American government. In the near
future more and more confrontations
will occur between the Majority and the
New Breed; it is up to the members of
both sicfl'S tn d1•L•r"~: .. 1. !h; 1'1! 1 ·
(Con1in11etl on f'Ol(1' 3)

XAVIER UNIVERSITY, •CINCINNATI, OHIO, WEDNESDAY,
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.Art, Cathy Melville Blast War Machine
Art Melville and his wife Cathy,
both former Maryknoll workers in Guatamala, spoke at Xavier on March 16.
.· A group of about 7S people, mostly
. dorm students and a few evening
students, turned out for the informal
discussion which was held in Br<M:kmim
Hall Lounge. The whole mood or the
talk and subsequent question and
answer period centered on the theme or
'revolution' and what is und~rstood by
that concept. "Revolution develops
slowly, initiated by a few people who
perpetuate themselves," said Melville.
"It is not taking over a government or
overrunning a country." He defined
revolution as "the basic process or
education, wherein as oppressed people
come to an awareness that their
condition is contrary to the condition
of dignified human beings."

PART TIME WORK
CINCINNATI OFFICE OF LARGE CORPORATION WILL HIRE SEVERAL STUDENTS EIGHTEEN . & OVER TO WORK
PART TIME IN MARKETING & SALES
PROMOTION. AFTERNOONS,
EVENINGS
AND WEEK-ENDS.

are oppressing the poor of Latin Cherri: offices, and a number of radical ·..
America operate to oppress Blacks and Catholic clergy and laity. Fr. Daniel j'
other groups in America. The first Berrigan, who was a participant in the '
examples of overt oppression in this Cantonsville 9 burning of draft files, (
country resulting from large scale revo- was scheduled to speak at Xavier the
lutionary awareness were cited in the previous week, but had been ordered by
Chicago 8 trial and the attacks upon the Attorney General's office to await
Black Panthers. Said Melville: "Maybe arrest at Cornell where he is presently
som·e of you will be the historians who . teaching. Both the Berrigan brothers
trace the beginnings of the Second and the Melvilles were mentioned in a
American Revolution. We have gone recent report to a high ranking Vatican
$75 PER WEEK SALARY OR INCENTIVE
on to the point where we conclude that commission as examples of responsible
the U.S. Military-lndustrial·Business Christian commitment to ending the
FOR TWENTY HOUR WEEK.
complex is the most oppressive power immoral Vietnam war. The response
in the histoey of the world. Thus we had been reported as vocal and
were bound by humanitarian ideals and favorable by the Jesuit who compiled
CaH
moral conscience to join in the revolu- the report.
tionary process."
Melville's· soft-spoken wife, Cathy,
· The Melville's were participants in revealed the strain of the recent trial in
the D.C. 9 action a year ago in which her comments, .but seemed confident.
Dow Chemical files and office equip- "We must be willing to take risks if we
Melville traced the revolution in ment were destroyed and human blood really put faith in our values," she said.
Guatamala back to "stirrings of aware- poured over the rubble. The 9 have Mrs. Melville echoed the words of Dan
ness" as early as. 1931. He felt that been found guilty of second degree Berrigan, mutual friend and associate
"""" '' "" Ctc1.Cll1 c
·::..
:. ,...,
·:..
. ····
repression has been and continues to be burglary and destruction of property. of her and her husband, when she said
·.·:.::::::::::
the only response from national govern- They are awaiting sentencing which "Some property has np right to exist if
ments faced with revolutionary aware- could be for as much as JS years each. it threatens the rights of human
ness in their people. He was quick to The D.C. 9 action was part of a rash of beings." She perhaps summed up her
point out that the same systems which incidents involving draft boards, Dow own feelings and those of her husband
when she concluded with; "I went
"through X ·number of years as a
Maryknoll nun thinking that this was
editor "deems" it could fit on the page. my contribution ti> life: Today I might
In short. . . this paper, is propaganda
think jail is."
piece - blatantly a refuse on a11
(Contin11edfrom page 2)
university campus. And yet even the
quality of its propaganda is subject to
At this time in my life I feel as consideration and judgment. The paper
though I am a man, due to the system does not even know how to correctly (Continued from page I)
.
.
.
as it stands, I'm not sure it's worth it. propagandize. To think that the
Please listen to what other people say affectation and prejudice of a student's ~ays of ~he JUn~le. School is. only an
and try to find the real truth within thoughts are 1 directed by bombarding· mterrupt1onofth1stypeoflearmng.
"We have all kinds of people coming
what they say. Don't be afraid to think; him with beer ads, Jock news and floods
don't be afraid to compromise; and of commercial products and that stuff through our system. Casual offenders
don't be afraid to admit that you arc they call news is utterly disgusting and come into the system just as the ·blatant
camp. I think that it is a great disrespect · offenders do. And wh:!t has society • .
sometimeswong. -RIGHT ONfor anyone's humanity and his own mind done? Originally we tried to punish
Right on in much more power to allow himself to even be enough and make it miserable enough
propagan~ized in this manner. If the hoping
to exterminate crime.
TllNY OA~IS·
paper is going to arouse, represent and Punishment went to such extremes as
SPEAK for the students, faculty and hanging, drawing, and quartering. But
administration, the News should at least crime was not exterminated. Later we
gain our approval by the questions and turned to the penetentiary system. We
ideas that it brings to our minds rather began to store people away to be kept in
than the laughter and ridicule. and prisons until the diyine eye would either
\.
snceringcriticism.
pierce their hearts or drive them to
suicide. This is the philosophy we have
Dante Soiu
Dear Editor,
carried down. It's a faulty philosophy
which has not worked. I am for
Every Wednesday afternoon. the
controlling
behavior, but punishment
dinner student is attrac.ted towards a
for punishment's sake does not work whitish-brown stack of pulp before the
has not worked."
cafeteria entrance to alleviate the
"Citizens store away these
drabness and self-masochism of
offenders," Hahn went on, "so that they
consuming another meal. Once aga ir1 for
another one hundred and thirty-five
can't bring harm to the community. The
prisoner is getting pure punishment for
minutes the News staff has fulfilled its Editor:
punishment's sake and only becomes
position and function for the University.
I have many times found myself in
I am· referring to none other than either agreement or disagreement with more hostile. After serving his term, he
that flaming piece of literature and your editorials. It was not until today's inevitably returns to the community.
wisdom (excluding journalism), that (3/ 11/70) however that my feelings were This is ironic. If we want to protect
beacon· of beer ads, that pillar of strong enough to write. I refer ourselves we must find a better system.
information and student forum, that sJiecifically to Jack Murray's article We must start to help our offenders Everybody cheers for ice-cold Coca-Cela. Coke has
that
prolific dealing with the basketball coaching reform rather. than cause. them to
Xavier
News,
the taste you never 1et tired of ••• alw•ys refreshenlightenment of the Jock, namely that 'staff and George Krajack in particular. become more hostile."
in9. That's why thin1s 10 better with Coke ••• •er
one and only The Mldnlabt Cowboy Both his rapport with the students and
In his closing remarks, Hahn related
Coke
••• after Coke.
Review.
·
his coaching ability is something any the stofy of a prisoner's last.words on his
university· would be proud ·of. My only wal1' 4'1.WI). Death Row in San Quentin. Bottled under authority of The Coca.Cola Company by:
'
1
But let us not distrub nor: disrupt the regret with him being her~ ·is the di,rpal : ":The !>~1~"n~f; tur!1~~ ~~ ~~ peo~le \_Vho The c~-Cola Bottlin11 Works Company, Cincinnati
Revle": i,t. has already been "praised7, basketb'all future he leaves.for our alma .h~d Cf!ll.e: tp, ~~tch 1his .exe~ution •~?.d, r-;
; !
':
: ., 1 ·
1
'sufficiently. well by faculty and students.
mater, U.C. Next year'& N.l.T. will have said, Where m the hell were a~l1 1 ~?~-----+----'!""'------------------------•
Copious laudation may, in the manner a "different Cincinnati university peoplewhenlneededyo~;"' ~
- •• • "'"
of this article, inform them of the paper's represented!
··«'
.,. ·"''" 1 ~"
quality and its present necessity.
John B. Martin
···
· The Review has shown within itself
Jerry A. Denges
that it is still a vital element of this
Assistant Professors
campus. It is the only remaining basis
· of Economics
and standard by which a student can
measure the quantity and quality of
awareness discovered by himself and
compar~ it to the inferiority found in the
Review. In short, if we did not have the
paper, we could not exactly know what To the Editor:
importance we were missing. And in
It's good to see that Xavier has
. fact, the johris of Xavier University give
finally developed her annual crisis,
·a better ·array and totality of
complete with censorship, book·
information than the paper.
robbing,
pornography,
and
· · The majoi'difficulty arising from the confrontation, all over an argument that
Xavier News is that a small body of was settled over forty years ago. We
people (especially in the Lay-out area) need these incidents. They allow the real
can dictate what news, information, educators among the Jesuits and faculty
awarement, or whatever, the Xavier to stand out, clarify the true educ:1tional
student is supposedly to sec, read or goal'~ of the university, and remind us
, hear. If an article is not favorable to that President O'Connor and his
them, it is cut; if an article is too lengthy' minions, though they make a good stab
it is cut in preference for the beer ads. ·in now and then, really don't know what
actuality, the question of whether an they're doing.
article will ever be shown in the News
@1969 THE HUDEPOHL BREWING COMPANY OF CINCINNATI, OHIO
Peace,
relies on the article's interest, on the
MichaelJ. Henson
censor's mood, and whether the layout

Mr. Mark•
121-1330

:_~.:

New Afro-Am

President

Penal System

Let's- hear
it for the
cheerleaders!

'Blatantly
a Refuse'

Applauds.
/ George

Annual Crisis
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Who Won·

Game Joe?
by JACK MURRA\', Sports Editor
JOE HAWK GOES TO EXTREMES trying to conceal his baseball team's
losses.
For the second straight year Hawk has failed to notify the local newspapers of
the game results of the Southern trip. Not surprising. perhaps. since Xavier lost all
five games in the South last year and won one of six this year. Apparently Hawk
didn't want anyone to know oft he losses for he left even his wife uninformed.
He claims that "no one (from the media) told him to call and besides I was too
busy every minute or the trip.'' He said that the opponents had three coaches, while
he alone administered to 19 players.
All Hawk's alibis are unsound. First, he has been around too long not to know
that newspapers accept collect calls.from local individuals. teams and others who
have results. Second, he should have had the forethought to appoint one of his
players who sees little action to attend to the chore.

• • • •
FURTHERMORE, HE NEED ONL \'read his newspaper and see University
of Cincinnati and even Miami results reported in track, golf, baseball and
swimming from all parts of the country where they participated. For example, last
year UC called the newspapers from Miami, Fla., with a 20·1 loss to Michigan
State.
Recently, Jim Brockoff, XU tennis coach. called the Enquirer with results,
losses nonetheless, from Washington, D.C., and then inquired about the baseliall
team's results. When informed that the paper was uninformed, he said that they
must have lost.
Coincidently, Dave Lynch, freshman basketball coach. failed to call in a couple
frosh basketball losses the past season. Lynch played under Hawk four years ago.
Hawk admits his oversight and declares that the concerned public will be
informed from now on through the media of the team's fate, good or bad.
Remember also Joe that you can phone the score to the local radio and tele~ision
stations and it will not hurt a· bit, financially or otherwise.
.
·-

• • • •
HAWK, THOUGH, SHOULD BE CONGRATUIATED for his handling of
the trip's expenses and also on how well the players were received by the so4thcrn
folk.
-··

iJ

Hawk returned with part or the 52400 he left with, althoup the exact sum he
has yet to determine. The trip was financed by each player and Hawk contrlbutln1
568 apiece for 51200; the playen servln1 as ushen for $300; a team sponsored
dance for 5200; the Musketeer Club contributln1 Slot; Loyola (La.) and Tulane
Univenltles payln15200 apiece and 5100 beln1 alloted from the "traveUund".
Hawk hopes to be able to give "Ten dollars back to each player." The expenses
were greatly decreased by the generosity of opponents who let the Muskies stay in
their dormitories and eat their food.

,,,.._(M.t TrWNIJ "'°10

Dick Selcer, left, takes a breather from hectic work schedule with his ~ssistants who include Jim
Colletto, Tom Cecchini and Jim Thrust; bottom row are Don Costa and Jim Laurent.

Spring Football Starts Saturday

• • • •

by JOHN PRICE

THE SOUTHERNERS ADMIRED THE MUSKIES, especially their comely
appearance, says Hawk. LSU enough so that the Tigers asked Hawk i( he wouldn't
like to play a double header instead of just the one scheduled game. Hawk said
okay because the first game of the trip against Delta State was rained out, leaving
what Hawk believed was an open date on the schedule.

On April 11 the trials begin and
within a month coach Dick Selcer
should know who will make up the
nucleus of the 1970 Xavier football
squad.

Hawk says t.hat the people everywhere remarked how well groomed the players
looked, unaccustomed to seeing a northern group without at least a couple long!:.:;ired youth. All the schools invited Xavier back next year.

With spring practice starting Saturday it appears that there will be a wide
open scramble for nearly every position
as Selcer' attempts to reverse XU
footliall fortunes.

Hawk concedes that one prerequisite for a player to make the trip was short
hair. Many balked but only for a short time.

Lose 5 Of 6 On Trip

stron1·blockin1 fullback.

Selcer and his staff have seen the
Muskies perform only on film so the
spring sessions will be a time for
personnel evaluation and finding where
the true football talent really lies.

· The 1970 Muskies could have a very
young look if the many outstanding
freshman are successful in their bids for
starting assignments. Some of the frosh
to watch are Bob Goodhart, Ron
Martin, Pat Ragon, and Paul Smith.
Smith, who led the frosh to a 3-1
record; figures to provide stiff
competitii>n for holdover Dave Myers
at the quarterback slot. He is described
as being an especially quick quarterback, loaded with potential, and
possessing all the tools to be a great one.

· The Purcell graduate is anxiously
looki'ng forward to the opening of drills
Pete Plsarich, Tulane rl•htflelder,
,.
who Is re&arded as All-American
·Before the spring game of May 9th
material, led off the sixth innln& with a or 16th Selcer hopes to incorporate an
home run, followed by five runs on two entirely new· offensive and defensive
hlts and six Xavier errors. Xavier plan into the Muskie program.
Selcer h opes tha t th e T exas tri Pe
I
The Musketeers' first game against mana1ed five hits.
Delta State of Cleveland, Miss., was
On April 2 Xavier split a double- option offense will be the answer to the
rained out. The remaining six games header with LSU (New Orleans branch). ne1llpble Muskie scorln1 1ar11e or a · The football and basketball teams
~nnounced the signing of players
were played in New Orleans, with the In the first game, an 8-2 l?~s, Bob year a10. Thia new offense relies on a ha\'e
~ I
j 1 '.!
•
.
· • ,
_
Musketeers losing to Loyola 6-0 and 2- Petroski, frosh basketball player, was qulck-movin1 quarterback and! a rece!'I y., . · 1 1 ,
Mike Mushett, an offensive end and
0 Louisiana State of New o'rteans 8-2 ' relieved in the fourth inning aft~r:
a~d Tulane, 18-5 and 13-0. The' Ion; allowing four runs and six hits.
"
· defensive back for Ohio Class A football
champion Norwalk St. Paul High
Xavier ban1ed out seven hits enroute ·
victory was in the second game of a
School fast fall, has accepted a grant-indoubleheaderagainstLSU,4-2.
to Its lone Souther trip victory, 4-2;-'
aid.
·
Southpaw Jim Ryun started the first behind the hlHin1 oUreshmen Don Jost·
The '6 foot · 2 inch, 175 pound
game against Loyola and because of worth and Tom Fahey, who each had
Mushett caught 35 passes for 629 yards,
wildness was relieved by Mike Bolger in two hits~ Fahey's hits beln1 a double and
eight touchdowns and 60 points last fall.
the 4th with the score 5-0. Bolger held triple.
Freshman Mike Bolger went the
the home team to one hit the rest of the
Roy Thompson, a 6 foot 4 inch.
way.
distance (seven Innings) yielding five
guard-forward · from Charleston, W.
On Easter Sunday, southpaw Jerry hits.
Jostworth led Xavier in batting with
Bradley Rider, senior from
Green limited Loyola to one run and six
Lancaster, Ohio, has nixed the rumor
hits before being replaced in the seventh a .444 on eight hits for !8 at bats.
innin11 because or fatigue.
Xavier coach Joe Hawk said that that he would team up with a man who ·
Freshman Dale Ruple yielded the "our pitchers couldn't get the ball over" Xavier students affectionately call "Old
other ru~ while XU batsmen could get and that the weather in Cindnnati was Man Schmidt" and sell pop and popcorn
so bad that three weeks prior to the trip al the Musketeer home baseball sames.
only three hit8.
the team spent most of the time pracRider does not know how the rumor
The next two defeats were by Tulane
ticing in Schmidt Field House.
got started, although he has his
which the NCAA baseball magazine
He also said that each of the oppo- suspicions, but any idea of him handing
rates as the third best college team in the
• out corn is absurd, he says.
country. They had previously beaten nents ~!ready had 12 games played.
·
Xav1er's baseballers limped home
Sunday after suffering five defeats in six
games during their annual Southern trip
over the Easter holidays. four of the five
losses were shutouts.

Rider Nixes

Corn Selling

Rumor

Hamann Top
IM Marksman

In the first game, Tulane belted out
14 hits. Lenient Xavier pitching allowed
11 walks.
In the second game, freshman Larry
Ed Hamann, sophomore from
Seman limited Tulane to two runs and
one hit before disaster struck in the 4th Middletown High School, captured the
inning, when"fulanc scored four tim~s .. lniram~ral rinc marksmanship c~~~n.
o
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"Old Man Schmidt" was not
1tvai11thle for comment on his selling
coc11 cola as he does at the home
basketball games.
Rider says he has not t~lked to "Old
Man Schmidt" about the idea and
concludes, "If I sell anythin11 it will not.
be the stuff that pops or Ozzles but the
stuff that is 1uzzled.''
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· "The spring should be very meaningful," said Smith. "It should be real interesting with all the positions open."
"I would rather be a drop-back
quarterback but I think our roll out
offense will still be very favorable to
me. I know we have a lot of good
receiven and our ·new offense should
take a lo! ol' pressure off our lineman."
· There won't be any games in the
next f.Qur weeks but there will be plenty
of winning and losing, and the
outcomes will be very decisive to the
future of the Muskies. --

2 Future XU Athletes Sign
tt·

highly regarded Arizona State twice and
came in with an 11-1 record.

and the expected battle for the starting
quarterback position.

•••••••--•••••-·•-··--,.--•·••·•"•• ·-·----- -·
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Va., Catholic'HighSchool, has signed a
gra~t-in-aid. Thompson, the only player

besides Jerry Wesi and Rod Hundley to
average over 25 points-a-game in any
one season in West Virginia, has led his
team to state Catholic high tournament
championships; each of the last three
seasons. He · made high school AflAm~~ca as a junior.

..... "'.
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3 XU Footballers Named 'Outstanding Athletes'
Theft Suspect Found Guilty

. Mr. Eugene Otting
Mr. Jerry Buckmaster
Mr. Jerry Pilcavage

After Louder Testifies

Xavier University announced today
that the students named above will be
honored in the 1970 volume of
. Outstanding College Athletes of
America. Nominated by their schools
earlier this year, these athletes were
chosen to appear in this awards
publication on the basis of their
achievements.

Preston Smith, a Fisher Body
employee, was found guilty in a
preliminary hearing for attempting to
steal a stereo. tape recorder from the car
of a Xavier student and for carrying a
concealed weapon.
He was sentenced to 30 days in the
workhouse and bound over to the grand
jury.

Outstanding College Athletes of
America is sponsored by the
Outstanding Americans Foundation, a
nonprofit organization dedicated to
honoringA.!11ericans of achievement.

The incident occurred in December,
when Smith, returning from work ·at
10:30 was spotted by Dan Louder,
senior on the XU football team, spotted
Smith in the car of John Dockus at
Manor Hou5e apartment's parking lot.

John Putman, one of the 1966 Tea
Outstanding Young Men of America
award winners and president of the
Foundation, said, "It is the purpose al
Outstanding College Athletes ol
America to recognize and encourage the
all-round abilities of the young people
who have distinguished themselves ia
· the sports competitions of our collepe.
These young people carry the mantle al
their school, their state and their nation
each time they participate in competitive
sports."

Muskies Face UD F~iday
Baseball coach Joe Hawk says this a fly ball in a workout prior to the first
will. be Xavier's starting lineup for Louisiana State game.
Friday's game (weather permitting)
He is expected to return in a couple
against Dayton at 3:30 p.m. on XU's
of
weeks.
field.
The positions and batting order: 2b.
Don Jostworth, ss. Brad Graff, 3b. Pat
Brandt or Bill Cunningham, rf. Tom
Fahey, c. John Martino, If. Chris
Stenger; cf. John O'Brien, lb. Jack
Jerry Buckmaster
George Krajack, Xavier's head
:. . .
· "·.
Streitmarter, p. Jerry Green or Mike coach, has signed a contract to coach
.
.
· ·~ , ~· Outstanding ·College Athlet
· f Bolger.
next season it was announced by Jim
·
.
es 0 ·, .
colleges and universities throughout' the ·A
.
•
country. Criteria for selection include an
mcrt~~ stands as a tribute to the young .. ; ·Pitcher Jim Ryun was Xavier's lon'e MCCafferty, athletic director.
athletes of our nation who have a
t ·d
d .
. ,
.
h
.
ccep e casua1ty unng. Xavier s Southern tnp,
Krajack in three previous seasons at
athlete's sports achievements, leadership th
.
.
.
.
' .
..
e c a 11enge of excellence Th .
a blilly, athletic recognition and publication date for the ~wardes mcurrmg a. sprained ankle while chasing· XU, has complied a 25-52.
community service.
·
publication will be July, 1970.

Krajack Signs

Outstmndln1 Colle1e Athletes ot
America Is an annual awards volume
featurln1 the blo1raphlcals and
accomplishments of approximately
5,000 youn1 athletes who have proven
themselves outstandln1 In . sports,
campus activities and curriculum.
·Nominations for th.is awards volume
are made by athletic departments of

Tennis Team Drops 2 In D.C.
Xavier University's tennis team lost and E n x · 0-6 6-4·
.
.
.
·
two of its three matches during its trip ·d 1 ~ /d ), B ' .. ' Kramer and Mathews IX) Jan Sllcker defeated Dick Felder (X) 6-3. 6-2; Victo1
.
.
e eate n re anks and Buchanan, 6-2, 6-4; Mike Kit defeated Paul Faulkner (X) 6-4, 6-3.
to Washington, D.C. The third match Clement and McClees defeated Felger and Faulkner
scheduled against Federal Cit w s (X) 10-8, 4-6, 6-3.
DOUBLES: Abrons and Schwarts defeated Heil
Y a
and Egan (XJ 6-1, 6-2; Kramer and Mathews (X)
cancelled when Sam Jones, coach of
GEORGE WASHINGTON
·defeated Sticker and Joe Stiles, 6-4, 6-4; Faulkner and
Federal,. told Xavi::r's coach Jim
SINGLES: Phil Jones dereared John Heil (X) 6· Felder (X)' defeated Dick Kleinberg and Dan Kaiser.
Broi:koff that he was unable to field a 2, 6-2; Bert Abrons defeated Dennis Egan (X) 6-2, 6- 6-3, 6-3.
team.
I; Mark Geier defeated Joe Kramer (X) I0-9, 6-2
Sandy Schwarrz dcfe31ed Bill Mathews (X) 6-0, 6-3:
George Washington hung the first
defeat of the year on the Muskies, 7-2,
Friday March 27. Xavier was unable to
win ariy of the singles matches.
Xavier dropped its second match of
the season Saturday, March 28, losing
to Howard University, 5-4.

•

IS

TBIST
your ha
Perhaps you've never given much thought to
WHAT "your bag" really is!

XU split in the singles matches but'
couldn't cope with Howard in the
doubles, lasing two of the three
contests.

...

You're not alone!
More than 3500 .·others have
.
searched asking the same question
. 1s
this my bag?''

Xavier now plays four straight· at ·
home against Dayton (yesterday),
Centre (today), Georgetown (Saturday)
and Transylvania (Wednesday).

qs there

·a'Paulist

The D.C. results: .

'.'in the crowd?

.

AGAINST HOWARD
SINGLES: Mike Okala defeated John H<il (X)
6-2, 6-3; Dennis Egan !X) defeated Granville Dennis.
6-1, 6-l; Hilary Cardoso defeated Joe Kramer (X} 7-S,
6-2; Carl McClees defeated Bill Mathews (X) 6-4, 1-6,
6-1; Dick Felger (X) defeated James Buchanan. 6-0.
6-2; Paul Faulkner (X) defeated James Abrams. b-2,
6-2.
..
I

Louder held Smith at bay by
brandishing a stick until police arrived
five minutes later. At the time Dockus
was away on vacation.
At a hearing in February Smith
foiled to show.
He did show at the hearing on March
26, but without a lawyer, trying
unsuccessfully to sway the judge by
saying it was too dark for Louder to
recognize him.
Judge Thomas Hecken, Xavier
graduate, handed down the decision,
after testimony by Dockus, Louder,
police and Smith.

Believe it or not, a campus pr~
test group is 1101 an unlikely
pl:1ce to find a Paulist.
Why? Because Paulists are the
mediators of our time ... standing between God and man ...
understanding, helping. loving
... trying to bring together the
cxlrcmes of lhe world we live
in and lhe Church.

DOUBLES: Okala and Cardoso defeated Heil

Wherever he is ... as a college
chaplain, working in a ghetto
or helping in 'fi parish ... lhe
Paulist is seri•ing,
On April 22nd the first National Environmental Teach-In will be held at colleges and
universities across the nation. II you're
asking yourself what can I do, THE EN·
V!RONMENTAL HANDBOOK will serve as a
source of ideas and tactics.
Other related tlllH:
THE POPULATION BOM8
by Ot. Paul R. Chtlich
THE FRAIL OCEAN by Wesley Marx
MOMEHT IH THE SUN
by Leona & Robert Rienow

. · s.·s. T and

hnic Boom HandUok

by William R. Shurclilt

; PERILS OF THE PEACEFUL ATOM:
•. · .

, ,

Available

... ('fil) IALL~NTINE

wherever

~0011~. arpold_

More than 3500 Franciscan priests and broth-·
ers are in far-flu.ng missions around the world,
others are conducting parishes or teaching in
schools or universities; others are in home
mission territories.
They have one thing in common . . . they're
all telling it like it is!
IS THIS YOUR BAG!
" If you'd like to find out, fill in this coupon for
more information.
Franciscan Vocation Office
Post Office Sox 1983
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

I would like to find out whether or not the Franciscan
priesthood or brotherhood is "my bag."
Name

~~~~"--~~~~~~~

Write 10:
(95cl
(95cl
(95cl
(95c)

~ale Nuclear Power P11nu
by f!1chard Curtis & Eli1abelh Hollan ($1.25)

· Tbe Mrth of

If you're interested in finding .
out more about the Paulis!
priestly spirit. write for our
illustrated brochure and a copy
of'our Rcn.:wal Chapl•!r Guidelines.

Yet, after "leveling" with themselves they discovered that they were "up tight., and wanted
to follow in the steps of St. Francis of Assisi
.~ho more than 700 years ago d.ecided to "do
his own thing.''
·

Address
Vocalion Director

CJ'aulisth
'Pat etS
Room -lOO
-~I~

West 591h Strc.:t : _.

New York, N.Y. 10019

City
State
Phone

~o.

_ _ __

Age _ _ _· Year _____
,,..
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At Random
Playboy Revisited
It has probably been -a long time
siince the Playboy· philosophy has been
used as a point for attack on· campus
morals. With co-ed rooms, drugs, and
swim-ins, those concerned with the
status· of collegiate morals picture
themselves as just moving the dam of
social propriety farther down the
stream that the insatiable now of
wanton sex lias forged. And this is no
allempt to move the dam back
upstream, but just a look at the
Playboy, 1970.

Gregory X. Boehm

herself knows that she is much more
than this, when she herself knows that
she wants a man who . is more than
unilaterally aware and unipotently
developed. She wants the total man;
and there isn't o·ne female alive who can
deny her desi"re for self-completion in
every facet and her fatal experience in
attempting
this
through
the
monotonous threshold of nesh without
person.
But has Tom been happy all along?
Oh, he has managed to think he has
convinced himself of the beauty of male
autonomy. He won't kick Sue out of
bed, but he has to be on his way in the
morning if not sooner. That concept of
beauty has alw~ys been a myth, always
will, and yet we will never be without
tlie Tom's who think they see ultimate
'fulfillment in the open road and passing
faces. But then there are also the more
philosophical Tom's who like things a
bit · urifulfilling and nasty-tipped, for
here is so· much substance for the
aesthetic contemplation of the tragedy
cit life; oh yes, here is so much endless
stimulation for wondering about the
ultimate gap' of communication, the
ultimate lack"offulfillment which is the

i
I

very ·stuff of life in its hard, cruei
message. Bullshit, little Tommy.
Now for the King. Who do you think
is the unhappiest of us all? Hugh
'Hefne·r. The true boy king. Why? Well,
you see, you and I don't have to really,
believe in his philosophy. We can pay
our dollar, groan over the pictures, and.
can still go to church. But Hugh can't.
He has got to" live his theory if he wants•
to sell magazines and keys; he knows
that lie is his company's #I salesman without his success there is no reason
us to believe that the pre-oecupation
on one external aspect of one intensely
human dimension brings about
happiness unlimited, then he hasn't had
any education to speak of. Hefner has
sold his ability to discern beauty, his
worth as a person seeking completion
in another total person, a lifetime ago
in exchange for a cage which offers no
meaning beyond the titillation of
sensory neurons. He can eat, drink, and
dress well; but his sex-life, approached
with the same standard.s as for eating,

for

With all the idealistic impulses of free
love; with all the attempts at a union of
two persons totally mindful of each
other, every Tom and Sue haven't done
much to break the stale mold cast by
the popular 1950-version of Playboy. If
anything, Sue has done more to
advance the peculiarly single attraction
of her multi-dimensional person. Sue
still acts
and perhaps still
unconsciously - as if the way to
stranger Tom's heart is through his
genitals. First, there is nothing
drinking, and dressing, is hell with no
progressive or reactionary about how
alternative but to keep up the pretext of
much ·or her thigh Sue exposes; there is
happiness in order. to sell his wares.
nothing very with it or out of it about
And that he does.
how coolly she can doff her clot hes with. S!!!!:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!l!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!l!l!!!!'1
whomever. This is 1950 jazz with the
sophism of the '70's. Second, it is very
much· self-defeating for Sue to try for
authenticity with a stranger on the
wavelengtlis of one dimension when she

-·····-···-·------
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Davis Calls
for Action
The following' is a release from
Tony Davis, newly elected President of
the Afro-American Student Association.
On the 22nd day of March, the AfroAmerican Student Association elected
their · officers for the year 1970-71.
Nominations were held for the offices
on March 15th. The office of president
is to be filled by Tony Davis, class of
·n. The other offices are to be filled by:
Wes Turner, Business .and Finance;
Rosa Blackwell, Community Relations;
Lawrence Watkins, Social Events; and
John Baker, Recruitment.
· The Afro-American Student Association will be establishing many policy
changes in the future. The aims of the
Association will be to promote the
image of true Blackness at Xavier and
in the Cincinnati Community. In the
past, the Black students at Xavier have
trusted and compromised with the
faculty, the administration, and the
student body; this trust has been 'too
frequently misused. It's time for a
change. We are going out seeking
definite answers and action from al! ·
concerned parties on the problems concerning Black students. The university
and the city have made many statements on the sympathy held for the
pliglit of Black Americans. We call for
no sympathy, no promises, just action.
The Associations in the past have not
progressed ·as fast as they should have,
due to their acceptance of idle
promises; we feel as though action will
spark action. The conservative attitude
of the university, in this day of rapid
change, probably stems from conservative efforts to change it; we'll do our
best to keep the wheels of progress from
sticking in the mud of conservatism. In
quoting Brother Eldridge Cleaver,

Tlie shit has been analyzed and
talked abou1 .from side to side. for
decades and generations. What we're
saying today is that you're either part of
1he ~·olwiun or you're part of the
problem.
There is no middh• ground .
· There has been entirely too much
defining and stereotyping on the part of
the White faculty, administration, and
student body; we feel as though it's time
. we did some ·defining and modeling
. . . dig on it!!

More than 50 million beautiful rings, to be exact.
Since 1850, ArtCarved artisans have carefully
wrought beautiful wedding rings which have been
the choice of more brides and grooms than any
other. In today's hurry-up world, the name ·
ArtCarved inscribed inside a wedding band
represents a rare kind of old-fashioned devotion
·to excellence and value. Our new Artqarved . . ·'
collection is a truly dazzling display of desjgn, , , ; ~ .!
from bold sculptures and ~lazing facets1 t'~isoft, ,.,~ ... h.
shimmering ftorentines. May we show them to you?
!"
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h!Carved
WEDDING
A - COSTA SET
B - RAFAEL SET

RINGS

C - CORTEZ SET
D - MODESTO SET

A rtCnrvcd weddin!I rings in 14K •olid gold
are avnilablc from $10 to over $150

STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

ZeffS

MILLER
MAKES IT RIGHT!
SEND US
YOUR
AD-VERDIAJ,
PUNS ABOU'I'

750 SWIFTON SHOPPING CENTER, CINCINNATI, OHIO
731-1800

COLLEGE
MAJORS.

712 MADISON AVENUE, COVINGTON, KENTUCKY

261·7694
STH AND MONMOUTH, NEWPORT, KENTUCKY

261·4183

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ON ALL MERCHANDISE FOR ALL
XAVIER STUDENTS AND FACULTY MEMBERS

~

COLI.EGE BOX 482
Mlf,f.F:lt BUEW, CO•
Mu.w., WIS. li320l
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.Prewtiiling 'Find
'Sexism' on the Decline
Suppose you were to settle down to
your weekly copy of 'Time' only to find
the first ad showing Roman Gabriel,
clad in no more than his horny helmet,
lying prostrate on the sleek hood of a
Chevy Malibu. Turn page. "RCA
announces a new, lower suggested retail
price on portable color television!!"
The price they show is certainly both
scanty and low: in fact, it's all Bobby
Hull is wearing while posing with his
legs-draged over the T.V. screen. Did
they say that price was suggested or
suggestive? Read on. "I wouldn't go
anywhere without my Bissell four-way

Mark Meany

floor polisher," says handsome Lance
Alworth. But why is Lance standing
there in his jock? Appropriately
enough, the layout man placed this
endorsement in the' center pages of the
magazine ..

united in their anger and frustration
toward a male-oriented way of life
which discounts them. Since fifty-one
percent of all Americans are women,
the movement promises to far outstrip
any prior civil rights effort in scope and
· If you are provoked by this consequence. The goal of the feminists
hypothetical situation, as any man is to dissolve sex-role differentiation
BLACK AIN'T
S111rinaCALVIN LOCKHART
RIGHT ..•
would be, you are merely reacting to an entirely (the emphasis here is on the
WHITE AIN'T
word
role).
Mankind's
new
ecological
analogus predicament which has
RIGHT •..
existed for women since time in consciousness will assist in the cause,
RIGHT IS
for
her
procreative
function,
though
memoriam. Women have gained
RIGHT/If
nothing from the sexual revolution, and indispensable, will become subordinate
one cannot deny that they have lost a in view of the ideal of a better quality of
1JLAvmo~ 0·_:~~~~ :r~:~~i" C.:~':~~:~.~~.~._"'"
lot. She has become more enslaved by a huma'n life.
male populace which would reduce her
Man
and
woman
have I"""'__,.!!~!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==:::::!~
··to a mere sex-object. She is gradually complemented each other physically
realizing that a nauseating existence of and p">ychologically in a balance which
passivity, dependence, and submission to the present has demanded far too
does not ·fulfill her as a person even many female concessions. It would be
though· society would be content to facetious to think that all roleassign such ·a fate. She is weary of distinctions between them will not be
taking her culturally-bred inferiority maintnincd. But one must agree that
complex to a headshrinker who advises there is expansive latitude between
her to "accept her role." Her goal is no what woman is supposed to be and
longer to become subservient to a man: what she wants to be. The difference
success is not viewed as the adaptation between man and woman need not
of male behavior. The former image of imply a value-judgment. Indeed she
womanhood must face the iconoclasm looks ahead to her realiwtion of a new
&.r.1Nttiln 70.iire
of free a·nd fair modern thought.
dignity corollary to the developing
OoJ11ntoJ1111-611-0101
the
By its nature, the new feminist sense
means ofto equality
achieve which
it. The provides
equilibrium._
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.
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Mark Meany

• movement arises fro~ the crescent
reali1..ation that women everywhere are must"shift more in h~r favor. -

In.The 70's
(Continued from page I)

consultant for the Pflaum Publishing
Company and author of material
currently being published that deals with
the future of the Catholic Institution.
Mr. Grannan's talk, entitled "The
Future is Already Here," will tackle such
problems as whether Christ intended an
institutional church, and the future of
the present institution as is experienced
in America. The program will end with a
panel discussion involving the four
speakers.
According to Groneman, the
program will rim from 7:30 p.m. Friday
to 10:00 p.m. and from 9:00 a.m.
Saturday to 8:30 p.m. It will include
three meals on Saturday, and a "social"
on Saturday evening, beginning about
9:00 p.m. Groneman was quoted as
saying that the response at the
surrounding schools has been "very
promising," and that he would
recommend the program to any serious
college student, facing the responsibility
of decision making in the America of the
1970'5, "if for no other reason than it's ·
(the program's) value in breaking the
encrusted idols that have chocked the
Christian message in meeting its
responsibilities in relation to mankind
and Caesar."
Groneman said that one could
tentatively "sign lip" for the program at
the Dean of Men's desk in the University
Center, by contacting him at the Pied
Piper 'Coffe House or Matt Hayes in
Brockman 326, or by simply. coming to
the~ registration which opens the
program on Friday at 7:30 p.m.

EXCLUSIVE. SUMMER
SWIMMING POOL

IT'S SOLIDS AND STRIPES
at Steinberg's
Clothing.

OFFER
FACULTY AND
. SUMMER SCHOOL
STUDENTS OF

XAVIER. UNIVERSITY
UNDER·GRADUATES
AND GRADUATES
WHILE AT SUMMER CLASSES,
ENJOY YOUR LEISURE TIME
BY JOINING THE

Manor House Apt. ~ool

50,000 g•Non filtered pool
• May thru September members~ips.
• <;>pen 7 days week, till dark.
.eown key and card.
• Refreshments.available.
• Lounge Chairs, tables for cards.
• Picnic grill terrace
ONLY
$25.00-for 100 days-costs 25¢ a day!
Conveniently located 2 minutes
adjoining XU campus·at
3853 Ledgewood Drive. Call or See
Mrs. Madlyn Grube or Dr. Link
for applications.
Phones: 731 -6505 - 731 -621 5
(Limited Member~hips-No Guests!)

DRESS SMffllTS •Y

VAN HEUSEN•

417
Now, the big stripe take over in dress shirts with
distinction . . . Natural stripes, with back box
pleat, new Brooke collar that can be pinned or not
at will. Permanently pressed Vanopress 65% KQdel
polyester, 35% cotton broadcloth in high fashion
tones.
$6.50

1

FREE PARKING
CHARGE /Tl
OPEN MON. THRU
FRl.TIL9
SATURDAY TIL 6
Phone 531-3263
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IMMEDIAn OPENINGS - MEN STUDENTS
$300.00 GUARANTEED FOR 11.MEKS
PART-TIME WORK
ALSO SOME FULL-TIME OPENINGS

FACULTY COLUMN

Bellarmine-What Role?

•CALL TODAY 211-2944
Father Klein is Xavier's new univer- ity and so to be strengthened. The real
2. Orie of the major problems facing
sity chap/in and Assistant Professor in "building" is the body of worshippers the Christian Church today is the crisis
the theology department.
gathered together by their personal faith of a changing religious cul tu re.
in Jesus Christ. They come to listen to Someone put it well recently: it's not
Many times during the course of m} the word Jesus continually brings from Christianity which is dying (or dead) but
two months at Xavier University I hav< his Father. Then they make a committed rather Christendom. So much has
been bothered by a question which I'd response to that word in the Eucharistic moved so rapidly and Christian liturgy is
•
now like to share with all of you. If you Prayer where they share the loving com- in sore need of a contemporary idiom to
•
have the time and interest to react to this mitment Jesus himself has toward his express itself: an updated language of
column, perhaps together we might Father. Jesus has promised his people prayer worked out in song and gesture,
begiri to find an answer.
that he would be present for them in his sound and color, light and texture. We
f.ii':i-6-MENU i':;/:;;-&
Word and present for them in the Bread need to be the Christian people celebratof eucharistic commitment. The book of ing the presence of Chdst in Word and
Spcc:ial Cut Char-Broiled
the Gospels and the eucharistic Bread in Eucharist in terms of the culture of
•
Sirloin Steak
the tabernacle are there in-between today. How can the man of today hear
• Idaho Baked Potato
liturgies to remind us continually that the voice of Christ in the Christian
what goes on at Mass should be the people unless that voice speaks in the
Chef's Crisp Gordu
pattern of our Christian life at ever; language · of today? What other
Salad
lh01~s·: 01 t
moment.
Christian community is better fitted to
Dress inc
· The Church building, then, .should start answering this challange than one
Garlic
be a very important focal point in the life with the resources of university li1"c? .
French Roll
of the Christian people since it houses . We s~c c.learly today that no gc~u~ne
the activity which sets the directions for liturgy 15 imposed on the Christian
ROSELAWN
and nourishes Christian life in our own people from on top. A genuine liturgy
noo Rndini;: Rd.
day. And, in asking the original question must grow ·up from the Christian people
NORTHERN KY.
4218 Dl•lf HWY.
about Bellarmine Chapel, we find we moderated by the wisdom of authority.
CMERRY GROVE
have asked a much more sensitive But can we look for the Christian com8567 Beehmont Avo..
munity at Xavier Unhersity to identify
question about the whole quality of
WOODLAWN
Christian life on the campus _ and itself in terms of its worship? The
10596 · Sprin1treld Pike
radiating 0 ·ut from the cam us. As we ~rese~ce orabsence of such a representaRev. J. Leo Klein, S.J.
MONFORT HEIGHTS
Narth Bend I. Cheviot llds.
face the many complicated ;oblems of tm: .liturgy would seem to say a great
My question: what role should life today in this country, this city, this deal. a.bout :xavi~r as an authentically
Bellarmine Chapel be playing in the day
university, to what extent are the C1L
..n..s.11a..n_.u_n_•_ve_r_s•_tY_·------~------------------------------
to day life of Xavier - the whole Xavier:
solutions to these problems or the prinfaculty, students, administration,
ciples for finding solutions sought in.the
alumni a'nd friends? I suppose the imme9ospel of Jesus· Christ? 'And.:to ·What
diate answer - and the easy answer - is
extent do we;!as individuals·and·a a ·comthat it should be the center of Christian
munity, look' torcommitted• union with
life at Xavier. That's an easy enough
Christ to strengthen us in living·outtthe
answer in one way yet such an unsatissolutions which· the -Gospel:i;uggests?i In
factory answer in so many other ways.
other words, to what extent• is·tJ1e life of
An answer like that satisfies your first
the university oriented around a serious
question but ends up raising all sorts of
listening to the Gospel and a committed
new and troublesome other questions.
response to the Gospel's challenge? It
A Christian church, no matter how should be quite obvious that anyone
large or small, how plain or fancy, is with a mere two month experience of
simply the shelter where the Christians Xavier could only be asking such
come together to act out their Christian- questions in. an honest search for
information having no pre-judgments as
to what the answers might be.
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Cief Club Plans
-Spring Conceri

The Xavier Clef Club, after
participating in the Third Annual
Ecumenical Concert at Cincinnati
Music Hall with the Cincinnaty Symphony Orchestra, kicks off this month
with its 44th Annual Spring Concert.
This year's concert, April 11 at 8:30 p.m.
in the University Theater, features the
Clef Club in. joint Concert with the
women's· Chorus from Marygrove
College of Detroit. Both Choruses will
present "The Last Words of David" and
selections from "Oliver" in joint song. In
addition to the joint l!rtailgethents, the
Club Club will sing "Aquarius",
"Shenandoah" and various well-known
contemporary songs. Students with ID's
· will be admitted · free· and General
Admission tickets are SI. 50.

Our question about a building
brought us through the notion of liturgy
to its implicati<ins for Christian life. The
Catholic university with its resources ·
has a unique responsibility in today's
Church to witness to the concerned love
of God for all men as expressed in Jesus
Christ. Christia·n life in such a university
should be clearly centered around the
Gospel and the Eucharist. The liturgy
which the Christians ·celebrate in the university church should express clearly
whai's going on in their lives: listening
and loving response. The better the
liturgy, the better will be the quality of
Christian life because a well celebrated
liturgy will teach a Christian all he has to
do. The reverse is also true; for the effort
to express Christ faithfully to the world
around him will bring the Christian back
to the liturgy for more insight and more
support.
What then of the liturgy in Xavier's
Bellarmine Chapel? If the community of
Christians at Xavier takes life in today's
church fully seriously, what should they
expect 'to find in the place of. worship
which should support them:precilely as
die Christian community or XaYler Uni·

Mr. Douglas Amann, Director of the
Clef Club, along with the Club's new
Moderator, Fr. Wm. Haggerty S.J., and
Associate Moderator Edna Tekuelve,
will lead the Clef Club on concert tours
to Cleveland, Kansas City, and Detroit.
The Club leaves Friday, April 16," for its
. .
•enlty? As the one most directly·respon·'bf f
th r
B 11
·
longest tour, which journeys to Kansas 91
City by way of Fulton, Missouri. Jn .
e. or
e •turgy at . e armme
between the tour weekends the Club-will··:. Chapel, let me s~are ~wo major areas ~f
find time to sing an evening concert .•( concern I have in trying to answer this
·
· question. ·
Villa Madonna Academy in Kent\IC:ky.
The final tour of the season ~Jicl~,· the
I. The liturgy should involve the
Clef Club to Cleveland for ~i;S~,fu.rday whole community: faculty, administranight concert at Ursuline ~~Hep. On tioo, students as well as those who make
Sunday afternoon the Muskies ~iii visit their permanent home in the vicinity of
Detroit for a return concern with Mary- the University. lfthe quality of Christian
grove College.
life at Xavier University reflects the
·liturgy celebrated there, then that liturgy
··is the business of all those who share in
the missio'n of Xavier as a Catholic Uni. •
.·· versity. The liturgical community needs
the influence of the faculty and administration; the stability of their adult lives
Senior Dave Shackmann, WCXU'~ contributes an important dimension to
program director, has acquired a fuli- the on-going' reflection on the Gospel
and its meaning for today. But that very
timejobinsalesat WXIX Channel 19.
stability, in turn, needs the challenge of
Shackmann, a native of Des Moines, an ever fresh view of life contributed by
Iowa, previously was a part-time the questioning student. Does the
employee with WKRC radio and had a present liturgy at Bellarmine Chapel
show every Saturday and Su.nday.
include all the people it needs?

New 50,000 Gallon pool

e OPENS MAY 25 FOR THREE MONTHS
e SEVEN DAYS A WEEK, 10 A.M. UNTIL DARK
e LIFEGUARDS ON DUTY.AT ALL TIMES
e PRIVATE LOCKERS, DAILY TOWELS,

SOAP ETC.
e WASHER-DRYERS,· LADIES' SUIT DRYERS
e WORKOUT AND EXERCISE GYMNASIUM
'•-SNACK BAR AND REFRESHMENTS AT POOLSIDE
e MUSAK AND WEEKEND ENTERTAINMENT
e UP TO THREE GUESTS OF MEMBERS PER DAY

REGULAR THREE-MONTH MEMBERSHIP OFFERED TO
COLLEGE STUDENTS IN THE CINCINNATI AREA
FOR ONLY $35.00

APPLICATION CARDS ON REQUEST.

Shackmann

Hired By WXIX

CALL TODAY TO SEE POOL AND BEACH CLUB: Ph. 281-3300

MR DON WEBER, POOL MANAGER
VERN~N MANOR HOTEL,

OAK AT BURNET; CINCINNATI, OHIO 45219.
FREE PARKING.

